COMMON SCRIVENER TAGS fo N
INSERTING IMAGE FROM
BINDER
AUTHOR NAME

<$img:imgName>
<$img:imgName;w=x;h=y>
<$author>, <$name>,
<$fullname>, <$username>

MANUSCRIPT TITLE

<$projecttitle>,
<$projectname>

Abbr. MANUSCRIPT TITLE

<$abbr_projecttitle>,
<$abbr_title>

BLANK PAGE

<$BLANK_PAGE>

CHAPTER TITLE

<$pageGroupTitle>

PART TITLE

<$pageGroupParentTitle>

PAGE NUMBERING

<$p>

ROMAN NUMERAL PAGE
NUMBERING

<$p-r>
<$P-R>

DOC'S LABEL

<$label>

CURRENT DATE

<$date>, <$shortdate>

li s

You can use the <$img…> placeholder to have images inserted into your text during Compile. "x" is
your width in pixels, "y" is your height in pixels.
Gets replaced with the user’s full name during the Compile process. The information is taken from the
metadata pane of the Compile panel. If the placeholder appears in uppercase, the user’s name will
be uppercased too.
Gets replaced with the project name during the Compile process. The project name is taken from the
metadata pane of the Compile panel. If the placeholder appears in uppercase, the project name will
be uppercased too.
Gets replaced with the abbreviated project name during the Compile process. The abbreviated
project name is taken from metadata pane of the Compile panel. If the placeholder appears in
uppercase, the abbreviated project name will be uppercased too.
Tells the compiler to leave this page blank. At the end of compiling the text, Scrivener goes through
looking for potentially blank pages and removes them, but if it finds this placeholder on an otherwise
blank page, it just removes the placeholder and leaves the page blank.
Gets replaced with the title of the document that first comes after the page break most recently
preceding the header or footer in which it occurs. In practice, this is useful for placing chapter titles in
headers or footers. For instance, if you have a chapter in a single text document starting on a new
page, then that document’s title will replace “<$pageGroupTitle>”; if your chapters are broken down
into smaller sections placed inside folders, and the folders mark the start of each new chapter, then
the folder’s title will replace “<$pageGroupTitle>” throughout the chapter headers and footers.
The same as <$pageGroupTitle>, except that instead of inserting the title of document that first
comes after the most recent page break, it inserts that document’s parent’s title.
When used in the header or footer, gets replaced with the current page number.
When used in the main text and it has an internal document link associated with it, the <$p>
placeholder will be replaced with the page number on which the linked document appears if possible.
When used in the header or footer, gets replaced with the current page number as Roman numerals
(use <$p-r> for lowercase Roman numerals and <$P-R> for uppercase Roman numerals). Unlike
<$p>, which can show negative numbers for front pages, Roman numerals always start at “i”.
Mainly intended for use on front matter pages. (Note that these placeholders may not be supported
by all formats.)
Gets replaced with the name of the document label during the Compile process. If associated with an
internal document link, gets replaced with the name of the document label of the linked document.
Gets replaced with the current date during the Compile process, using the short date format defined in
the user’s System Preferences. Possible use: to date your exported drafts.

